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We prove an upper bound for the produ ct of the n largest moduli of the roots of a given
complex polynomial. This result implies new bounds for the factors of polynomials.
1. Introduction
1.1. NOTATIONS
In this paper we use the following notations: P is a polynomial of degree d with complex
coefficients
P(X} = adXd + ad_IXd-1+ ... + ao,
and the roots of Pare 0'1' 0'2, ••• , ad with
10'11~ 10'21~ ... ~ ladl·
For I::=; n ::=; d we define
7Tn(P} = ladal ... ani ·
We want to bound this product in terms of the size of the coefficients of the polynomial
P. As usual we define the height of P by the formula
H(P} =max{ladl, lad-II, ... , lall, laol}·
We put also lc(P} = ladl.
The reciprocal polynomial relative to P is
P*(X) = aoX d+alXd-1 + ... + ad.
Notice the formula
(1)
1.2. MOTIVATION AND RESULTS
In Computer Algebra and Numerical Analysis it is very useful to have bounds for the
roots of a polynomial. In particular, upper bounds for the roots of a polynomial lead at
once to upper bounds for the coefficients of the factors of this polynomial.
The following inequalities are known, for I::=; n::=; d,
(i) 7TI(P)< H(P) + Ic(P) (Cauchy, 1829, p. 122),
(ii) 7Tn(p)::=;(ladI2+ •• '+laoI2)1/2 (Landau, 1905),
(iii) 7Tn(P) < nH + lc(P) (Specht, 1938).
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The proof of Specht's inequality uses the theory of compounds matrices and is repro-
duced in the Appendix of Mignotte (1991).
2. The First Case: Study of 1T1{P)
Among the quantities 7Tn(P), the most studied is certainly 7T1(P), Since Cauchy (1929,
p. 122), it is known that lall is bounded above by the unique positive real root p of the
polynomial g(X)=ladIxd -lad_llxd-1 - ••• -Iaol. This implies the inequalities
(21/ d -1)p:57TI(P):5ladlp where ladlpd =lad_llpd-I+ .. '+Iaol, p>O. (2)
[The function X-d+ 1g(x) is increasing for x> 0, since its derivative is positive in this
interval, thus p is unique. The inequality 7T1(p):5ladlp is implied by g(la ll>:50. And the
lower bound of 7T1(P) is implied by g(X)~2Xd _(X+p)d for x>O, which results from
laJI:5 (f)lalli for l:5j:5 d.]
This implies (apply the second inequality of Proposition l(iii) below)
7T1(P)<H(P)+lc(P); (3)
which is Cauchy's inequality referred above. Many other inequalities can be derived from
Eq. (2), most of them were already proved by Cauchy. Such inequalities can be found
for example in Dieudonne (1968), Henrici (1974), Knuth (1969), Mignotte (1991) ...
Now, we look closely at some special case of Eq. (2).
PROPOSITION 1. Let a be a positive number and d be an integer ~2. Put'
C(X) = C(d, a) =Xd _a(Xd- I+Xd-2+ • • '+1).
Then
(i) C has at most one root ofmodulus> 1,
(ii) C has exactly one real positive root x =x(d, a),
(iii) a+l-a l-d <x<a+l-(a+1)-d,
(iv) put Xd = x(d, 1) then X2= (1+J5)/2<X3 < ... <Xd <2 and
2-«1 +J5)/2)-d :52-Xd~1<Xd <2-2 d,
(v) x(d,a):5axdfora~1.
PROOF. Put D(X)= (X -1)C(X). Then D(X)= Xd+l-(a + I)Xd+ a.
(i) For any 77 > 0, Rouche's theorem implies that the polynomial
Xd+I_(a+ 1+ 77)Xd+ a
has exactly d roots of modulus < 1. The conclusion follows when 77 tends to zero.
(ii) This has already been proved just after Eq. (2).
(iii) Since C(a)<O and D(1+a)=a>O, we have x=a+l-e, with O<e<1. Then
D(x)=O:::> x=a+l-ax- d:::> e=ax- d:::> a/(a+1)d <e<a l-d.
(iv) Put Cd(X) = C(d, 1). The formula Cd(X) = XCd_I(X)-1 shows that Cd(Xd-l)<0,
which proves that the sequence Xd is strictly increasing. The proof of the second list of
inequalities is similar to that of (iii).
(v) The positive root x of C(d, a) satisfies x d = axd - I +... + a, so that
(x/a)d:5(x/a)d-I+(x/a)d-2+ •• ·+1 for a~l;
this implies x] a:5 Xd.
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It is proved in Davenport & Mignotte (1990) that 7T,(P) can be computed as follows:
Put Po= P. Define the polynomials Pn+l(X) = Pn(.JX) . Pn(J-X) for n ~O, and let b; be
Cauchy's bound (2) for the polynomial Pn. Then b~-· ~ 7T,(P) and b~-· tends rapidly to
7T,(P) as n increases to infinity.
3. The General Case: '1T,,(P)
We first prove the following easy result.
THEOREM 1. If I =s;; n =s;; d and P(X) =(X - a,) ... (X - an)Q(X), then
l!a,I-II·· ·I!anl-II. H(Q)<H(P).
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove this inequality for n =1. Put Q(X)=ad_,Xd-' + ... + boo
Suppose that la,1~ I and let i be minimal such that H( Q) =Ib.l.
The relation a, =b._t-·atb. (where b., = bd =0) implies
H(P) ~ la.1 ~ la,IH( Q) -Ib,-tl> (la,l- I)H(Q).
The proof is similar when la,1 < 1.
This result has several easy consequences.
PROOF. If ak =s;; 2 the result is trivially true since H ~ 1. Thus we suppose ak > 2. Put
Qk(X)=(X - ak+l) ... (X - ad) if k < d and Qk = I if k = d. By the theorem,
(Iakl- I)k =s;; (la,l- I) ... (lad - I) . H( Qk) < H,
and the result readily follows.
We get again Cauchy's inequality.
COROLLARY 2. One has 7T,(P) < H(P) +lc(P).
COROLLARY 3. Let P be a monic polynomial with real coefficients, and let a be a non-real
root ofP, then lal < H(p)'/2+ 1.
REMARK. For I =s;; n =s;; d, Theorem 1 leads to the upper bounds
7Tn (P ) < 2"-' . (H(P) + Ic(P»,
and
7Tn (P ) < 2min{n,d- n} . H(P).
But these inequalities are weaker than the inequality of Specht
7Tn(P) < nH(P) +Ic(P)
quoted in the Introduction.
(4)
(5)
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4. The Measure of a Polynomial
The measure of a polynomial P has been introduced by K. Mahler. It is equal to
d
M(P) = ladl. n max{lail, I}.
i=1
Let k, O::s k s: d, be any integer such that lall =:: 1 if j::s k and lall::s 1 if j > k, then
max{nAP); l es n s; d} = 7Tk(P).
Clearly,
M(P) =M(P*) =7Td-k(P*).
It is known (Landau, 1905) that the measure of P satisfies
M(P)::S IIPII, where IIPII =(laoI2+laI12+ . . . +ladI2)1/2,
so that
M(P)::S'; d + 1 . H(P).
(6)
(7)
It is proved in Cerlienco et al. (1987) that the measure of a polynomial P can be computed
when one applies inequality (6) to the polynomial P; obtained from P after n Graeffe's
transformations, for n large enough (as in section 2). Moreover, as shown in Cerlienco
et al. (1987), the number k can also be computed.
From Theorem 1, one deduces easily the following result.
THEOREM 2. Let P be a monic polynomial with complex coefficients of degree d and
Q(X)=X'" + bm_1Xm-1+ ... + bs be a monic divisor ofP ofdegree m. Then the coefficients
ofQ satisfy the inequalities
Ib,l::s (7) min{2minli.d-'}H(P), M(P)}.
PROOF. The coefficients of Q satisfy the obvious inequalities
Ib,l::s (7) 7T,( Q)::S(7) 7T,(P),
and the result follows from the upper bound
7T,(P)::s min{2min{~d-i}H(P), M(P)}.
Now we show that (7) can be improved at least for small values of d.
PROPOSITION 2. One has
M(P)::SXd. H(P), for d =2, 3, (8)
where Xd is the positive root ofthe polynomial x: - X d - I _ ••• -1. Moreover, the equality
is attained for this polynomial.
PROOF. In both cases, one may suppose that P is monic and the result is trivial if k =0
or d. If d =3 and k =2 then the measure of P is equal to 7TI(P*). Thus, we have only to
consider the case k =1. Then (8) is implied by (2) and assertion (v) of Proposition 1.
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REMARK. The values appearing in Proposition 2 are X2 = (l +,[5)/2 = 1.618 ... and
X3= 1.839 ...
5. How to Compute 7T,,(P)
The following result will be useful.
LEMMA 2. Let q be a rational integer, q::::: 2, and let ll' ... ,lh be complex numbers of
modulus one. There exists an integer m, 1 $ m $ qh such that
Ili"+" '+lh'l:::::h COS{21T/q).
PROOF. Put l.J = ei8J, j = 1, ... , h. Consider the qh + 1 vectors
Vn = ({m91/ 21T}, •• • , {m8h/ 21T}), where {x}= x - [x].
Cut the unit cube [0, It into qh cubes of size 1/q. By the pigeon-hole principle, one of
these small cubes contains at least two points Vm , and Vm - , with 0$ m' < m"$ q". Now,
put m =mIt - m', then IArg{{j)I $ 21T/ q for j =1, ... , h, and
Ili"+· •. + lh'l::::: 0'l{li"+· .. + lh')::::: h COS{21T/ q).
We are now ready to prove the following result, which gives a way to compute the
term 1Tn{P). Notice that this method is similar to the previous one used to compute 1Tl{P)
and the measure of P, but not exactly the same.
THEOREM 3. Let P be a non-zero polynomial with complex coefficientsand degree d, d ::::: 2.
Let n, 1$ n es d, be a fixed integer. For m e:1 put lm = e2i 1T/ m and
m-l d
p(m){x)= 11 P{XI/mli",)= L aIm)x».
j=O i=O
Then
lim supla~m)ll/m = 1Tn{P).
moHO
PROOF. Let Ul, ... , up be all the products of the form ada" •.. ai.' We suppose that
lUll=... =IUhl > IUh+II:::::' .. ::::: Iupl·
One has a~m)= ui" + ... + U'; , and thus la~m)1 $ plUllm for m e:1. This gives
lim supla~m)ll/m $ 1Tn {P ).
m-oo
On the other hand, there exists an integer mo such that
IUh'+I+" '+u';I<~lullm for m:::::mo.
By Lemma 2, there exists an integer m'::::: mo such that lui'" + ... + uh"I::::: (h -~)Iun. This
implies the opposite inequality
lim supla~m)ll/m::::: 1Tn {P ).
m_OO
(10)
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6. An Example
We consider the polynomial
P(X);:: X 6+ X S+6X4-5X3+3X2+2.
When we apply Graeffe's method we get successively
PI(X) ;::X6+11Xs+52X4+ 15X3+33X2+ 12X+4,
P2(X) ;::X6-17Xs+2440X4+2951X3+1145X2+ 120X + 16,
P3(X)= X
6+4591Xs+ 6056224X4- 3116689X3+680865X2+ 22240X + 256,
PiX) = X 6- 8964833Xs+ 36706467938304X4-1467012622369X3
+602308261633X2-146014720X +65536,
A glance at PI shows that P has no real root. An application of Rouche's theorem to P3
implies that P has exactly four roots inside the unit circle. Thus the roots of P can be written
a, ii, (3, ii, y, 'Y, with lal>I>I(3I-==lyl·
We have 7T1;:: 7T1(P) = lal, 7T2 = lal2, 7T3 = la2(31, 7T4 = la(312, 7Ts =la 2(32yl, 7T6 =la(3rl2 and
the measure of P is M(P) = 7T2' This implies especially
Irl = J2/la2(321 = V2/1 a (3I.
Looking at the coefficient of X 4 in Pn gives M(P) =lal2, while the study of the coefficient
of X 2 in P; gives la(312=5·4495 ... Thus
lal=2·653 ... , 1(31=0'879 ... , Irl=0·605 ...
7. A Problem
Put
M(P)
p(P) = H(P)'
For any integer d -== 2 define Pd ;::lim sup p(P), where P runs over the polynomials of
degree d. Since p(AP);:: p(P), we have
Pd =max{p(P); H(P) =1 and deg(P) =d}.
By inequality (6), we have Pd :$ oJd +1. But, a sharper inequality is proved in Cerlienco
et al. (1987): for any integer t -== 1 put q, = L aiij+r (where aJ =0 if j < 0 or j > d), then
M(P)2:$IIPII2-1:~:~2' (9)
In particular, taking t = d in (9) leads to
Pd :$ /r-"d-+-l-_-_-_-1:=
V d+l'
This gives P4 <2'191, Ps<2·416 ... On the other hand, the examples X 4_X3+ X 2+ X + 1
and X S+X4-X3+X2-X-l give, respectively, P4>2'153, Ps>2·227.
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It would be interesting to find a good estimate for rd' For d = 4 and 5, it seems that
the maxima are given by the two previous examples.
I am very grateful to Guy Diaz who gave me the proof of Corollary 1.
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